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Structures of Social Proof
�The task is to identify the conditions and procedures

under which groups can �nd the information that their

members have.�

� Cass Sunstein
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Structures of Social Proof

SOCIAL PROOF: Single agents assume beliefs / norms / actions
of other agents in an attempt to re�ect the correct view / stance /
behavior for a given situation



Two Prominent Examples of
Social Proof



Informational Cascades

I ICs occur in situations where observing many individuals make
the same choice provides evidence (social proof) that
outweighs one's own judgment (or private signal).

I The reasoning is: "Based on my observation, it's more likely
that I'm wrong than that all those other people are wrong.
Therefore, I will do as they do."

I Examples: Bubbles in stock and real estate markets
(Hendricks & Lundor�-Rasmussen, 2013)
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Bystander E�ects

I BEs occur when individuals do not o�er any means of help in
an emergency situation to the victim when other individuals
are present (social proof).

I The greater the number of bystanders, the less likely it is that
any one of them will help.

I Examples: Smokey room (Darley & Latane 1968), corporate
boards (Westphal & Bednar, 2005), intervention and regulation
in �nancial market (Hendricks & Lundor� Rasmussen 2012).
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Bystander E�ects for Real (Estate)



Socio-Epistemic Phenomena

Subsequently socio-epistemic phenomena like:

Bandwagon e�ects
Boom thinking
Group thinking
Herd behavior
Gullibility
Conformity
Compliance

...

also rely on social proof one way or the other

The Diamond Conferences

Amsterdam / Copenhagen / Munich / Lund, 2014-16
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Example: SGQ as investment behavior

I Any investor, especially in wake of the current situation on the
�nancial market, is faced with a di�cult investment problem:
�Should I skip, gamble or quit?�

I Uncertain as to whether skip, gamble or quit, in order to
become wiser the investor starts looking around to other
investors to see what they do.

I Other investors may be looking back because they are also
unsure as what to do as they are likewise short of decisive
information.

I Investors may start looking for social proof to facilitate a
quali�ed decision.
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Example: SGQ as investment behavior

Given social proof, skipping, gambling or quitting for the individual
investor all of sudden become contingent upon information about

I what the investor expects about the market crash,

I what other investors are expected to do based on their
expectations pertaining to the market crash,

I whether the other investors are (believed to be) aggressive or
conservative with respect to their �nancial behavior.

It also means that the collective behavior of investors become
susceptible to the workings of socio-epistemic phenomena like
informational cascades, pluralistic ignorance, bystander e�ects . . .
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Socio-Epistemic Phenomena are Composites

I Agents

I Beliefs

I Private / public signals

I Preferences

I Expectations

I Modes of behavior

I . . .



The Structure of Social Proof

Structural Ingredients

I Epistemic Logic

I Game Theory

I Judgment Aggregation

I ...

Parameters

I Uncertainty and Information

I Decision Rules and Actions

I Interpretation Rules and Social Proof

I Belief Merge Operations

I Social Network Structure

I ...

Modularity

I Change module, plug module, press play



Bystander E�ects

I Formalization of pluralistic ignorance explanation put forth by
social psychologists.

I Epistemic Plausibility Models and Action Models + some.
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Bystander E�ects in DEL

r

bg
E?

I A set of agents, that act concurrently in a number of rounds

I A situation on which the agents react

I E.g.: Does the elderly woman need help? Is the Emperor
naked? Is the CEO's suggestion correct? Is there a problem
with the mortgage deed merry-go-rounds?

I Each may choose to Help, Not Help, or Observe

I Decisions are based on information from two sources:

I Information from the world
I Information extracted from the actions of others

I Root of the Problem: Agents choose to observe in the �rst
round, but misinterpret the same action by others.
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Breaking Down the Pluralistic Ignorance Explanation

The dynamics of may be broken down into 9 elements:

1. Initial state: nothing has happened.

2. The accident occurs.

3. Resulting belief state: everybody believes that there is an
emergency, but does not know. Nobody has information about
others' beliefs.

4. Agents' decide to seek further information: �what will the others
do?�

5. Resulting belief state: �I observed, and the others chose not to help�.

6. Interpretation of action: �If you chose not to help, you must believe
there is no emergency�.

7. Resulting belief state (pluralistic ignorance): �I thought there was
an emergency, but everybody else believes the contrary�.

8. Agents calculate revised beliefs based on social proof.

9. Agents decide to Not Help (and walk away).
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Modularity and Bystander E�ects: Decision

To incorporate a notion of choice in DEL models, we use decision
rules. E.g.:

First Responder: BiE → [X ]Hi ∧ Bi Ē → [X ]H̄i
1

Assume that the decision rule is true in the actual state of the belief
state model, and let consistency make the choice

Γ ∆
⟨ ; Hi⟩ ⟨ ; H̄i⟩ ⟨ ; Oi⟩

A i i

A/{i}

City-Dwellers: BiE → [X ]H̄i ∧ Bi Ē → [X ]H̄i

Hesitator: (BiE ∧ ¬KiE → [X ]Oi ) ∧ (Bi Ē → [X ]H̄i )

1
X ranges over a set of a set of doxastic programs {Γ,∆, ...,Ω} from an

action model with postconditions � [X ] is a dynamic modality : [X ]ϕ reads

�after execution of program X := Γ, ϕ holds everywhere�.
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Modularity and Bystander E�ects: Interpretation

1. Initial state: nothing has happened.

2. The accident occurs.

3. Resulting belief state: everybody believes that there is an
emergency, but does not know. Nobody has information about
others' beliefs.

4. Agents' decide to seek further information: �what will the others

do?�

5. Resulting belief state: �I observed, and the others chose not to help�.

6. Interpretation of action: �If you chose not to help, you must
believe there is no emergency�.

7. Resulting belief state (pluralistic ignorance): �I thought there was
an emergency, but everybody else believes the contrary�.

8. Agents calculate revised beliefs based on Social Proof.

9. Agents decide to Not Help (and walk away).



Modularity and Bystander E�ects: Interpretation

The performed actions are not linked to beliefs; there is no
assumption of rationality driving such reasoning.

We can enforce an interpretation by telling the agents how to
interpret actions by announcing interpretation rules:

He seems reasonable: H̄i → Bi Ē

We have free hands, and can make �outrageous� rules:

He's a bad person: H̄i → BiE

He's just looking for attention: Hi → Bi Ē

He's a social psychologist: Oi → >
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Modularity and Bystander E�ects: Social Proof

1. Initial state: nothing has happened.

2. The accident occurs.

3. Resulting belief state: everybody believes that there is an
emergency, but does not know. Nobody has information about
others' beliefs.

4. Agents' decide to seek further information: �what will the others

do?�

5. Resulting belief state: �I observed, and the others chose not to help�.

6. Interpretation of action: �If you chose not to help, you must believe

there is no emergency�.

7. Resulting belief state (pluralistic ignorance): �I thought there was
an emergency, but everybody else believes the contrary�.

8. Agents calculate revised beliefs based on social proof .

9. Agents decide to Not Help (and walk away).



Bystander E�ects: �Social Belief� and Action

I �Social beliefs� constructed in accordance with the perceived
beliefs of agents from group G .

I Based on majority voting on ϕ: If most of G believes ϕ, then
let social beliefs be one's own beliefs radically upgraded with ϕ.

I Ties are resolved in favor of the contemplating agent

The agents now have �re�ned� beliefs, upon which their decisions
can be based:

In�uenced: (SBi |GE → [X ]Hi ) ∧ (SBi |G Ē → [X ]H̄i )

Given that agents are initial hesitators, but (mis-)interpret each
other as being reasonable, and let their �nal decision be
in�uenced by social proof, the �nal model will satisfy:

E ∧
∧

i∈A BiE ∧
∧

i∈A SBi |AĒ ∧
∧

i∈A H̄i
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From Bystander E�ects to Informational Cascades

The same framework may be used to model Informational
Cascades, though most of the modules must be tweaked.

I Change network structure: from �all sees all� to strict linear
order.

I Move from simultaneous moves to subsequent turns, each with
5 elements contingent on the agent:

1. Interprets the actions of those before
2. Receives a private signal believed to be positively correlated

with the truth
3. Deliberates based on private information or social proof
4. Chooses action
5. Executes action
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Four Combinations
Decision Rules:

1. Individualist: (BiL → [X ]Li ) ∧ (BiR → [X ]Ri )

2. In�uenced: (SBi |GL → [X ]Li ) ∧ (SBi |GR → [X ]Ri )

Interpretation Rules:

A. Individualist: (Li → BiL) ∧ (Ri → BiR)

B. In�uenced: (Li → SBi |GL) ∧ (Ri → SBi |GR)

Outcomes:

Cascade? When? Breaks?

1A. No cascade N/A Now

1B. No cascade N/A Now

2A. Cascade +2 pro +1+n contra

2B. Cascade +2 pro +1 contra
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I Game Theory coupled with Doxastic-Epistemic Temporal Logic
with Expectations + change.
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From DEL to Temporal Forests: SkipGambleQuit

A B C

skip

gamble

gamble

quit

quit

Pay-o�s: +0 for any skip, +1 for any gamble before crash, -1 for
any gamble after crash, +0 for any quit.

Agent types: Aggressive (going for highest possible), Conservative
(worst-case scenario maximizers), and Social-Conservative (cons.
based on social proof).

Action Interpretation: Expectation Reconstruction and
Extrapolation.

Adoption: If a social-conservative agent i receives social proof
from group G of which she believes that each agent is conservative,
then if the majority of G played the same move in the previous
round, i will play this move in the next round.
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SkipGambleQuit: Example 1

Adoption: If a social-conservative agent i receives social proof
from group G of which she believes that each agent is conservative,
then if the majority of G played the same move in the previous
round, i will play this move in the next round.

Example 1: If a set of social-conservative agents end up in a state
where they Gamble and seek information from each other, then
they will play Gamble till the end of the game.



SkipGambleQuit: Example 2
Adoption: If a social-conservative agent i receives social proof
from group G of which she believes that each agent is conservative,
then if the majority of G played the same move in the previous
round, i will play this move in the next round.
Example 2: If groups of social-conservative agents herd each other
in following some set of well-informed aggressive agents, a delayed

informational cascade may occur, which results in negative payo�s

for agents with too �old� information.
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Wrapping it up

I Socio-Epistemic Phenomena

I Social Proof

I Structural Ingredients

I Modularity

I Real Life Scenarios, Formal Feedback, and Possible
Intervention

The New Game in Town
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